CATCH THE VIBE.
PREMIUM FEATURES. AFFORDABLE PRICE.

VIBE / VIBE EXTREME LITE TRAVEL TRAILERS

PREMIUM FEATURES. AFFORDABLE PRICE.
MAXIMIZED INTERIOR SPACE
UNMATCHED VALUE

250BHS

UNMATCHED VALUE

250BHS SADDLE DECOR

UNMATCHED VALUE

250BHS BROOKLYN DECOR

UNMATCHED VALUE
ULTIMATE COMFORT

EXTERIOR KITCHEN

BELOW (OPTIONAL)

C'TOPREFER

U-DINETTE 49" X 78"

OHC 62" JIFFY CUBE

VIBE 36 x 30 CUBE VIBE

UPPER BUNK ABOVE WARDROBE THRU STORAGE LARGE PASS SHELF WARDROBE QUEEN BED MED MICRO ENT. CTR. REFER OHC TUB 24 x 40 LINEN ABOVE SWIVEL GAS GRILL 69" X 22" BAGGAGE DOOR BELOW 30" x 20" VE/PW ABOVE & BELOW 32 x 74 BUNK BEDS SOFA WARD ENT CNTR OHC 18' AWNING 287QBS NEED DECOR 287QBS SADDLE DECOR

ULTIMATE COMFORT
EXTREME STYLE

315BHK

315BHK SADDLE DECOR
STANDARDS AND OPTIONS

INTERIOR STANDARD FEATURES
- 3-Burner Cook Top with Stainless Steel Oven
- Dometic Pedal Flush Toilet
- Cable & Satellite Prep
- Large Dual Kitchen Sink
- Storage, Storage, Storage!
- Hard Doors to Bedrooms for Privacy-NOT Curtains
- Decorative Kitchen Backsplash
- Large Trash Can with Designated Out of the Way Area
- Minimal Carpet, Nearly all Wood Grain Lino

EXTERIOR STANDARD FEATURES
- Hyper Lyte Construction - Amazingly Light!!!
- Aluminum Bed Bases, Bunks, & Dinettes
- Laminated Floor, Rear Walls and Slide Rooms
- Ducted 13.5K BTU Air Conditioning

OPTIONS
- High Efficiency A/C Cooling System (Larger Duct Work)
- Dometic 6 cu.ft. Refer
- 6 Gal. G/E DSI Water Heater
- 2-20# LP Bottles
- Exterior Speakers with LED Lighting (2)
- Extra Large, Aluminum Framed, Pass Thru Storage
- Digital TV Antenna with Booster

STANDARDS AND OPTIONS

EXTERIOR STANDARD FEATURES
- Hyper Lyte Construction - Amazingly Light!!!
- Aluminum Bed Bases, Bunks, & Dinettes
- Laminated Floor, Rear Walls and Slide Rooms
- Ducted 13.5K BTU Air Conditioning

OPTIONS
- One Touch Electric Awning
- Full Extension Ball Bearing Drawer Guides
- Stainless Steel Kitchen Package
- Diamond Plate Lower Front Radius
- XL Grab Handle
- Coach-Net Roadside Assistance
- Radial Tires Filled with Nitrogen
- Heated and Enclosed Underbelly
- Stabilizer Jacks

EXTERIOR STANDARD FEATURES
- Hyper Lyte Construction - Amazingly Light!!!
- Aluminum Bed Bases, Bunks, & Dinettes
- Laminated Floor, Rear Walls and Slide Rooms
- Ducted 13.5K BTU Air Conditioning

OPTIONS
- One Touch Electric Awning
- Full Extension Ball Bearing Drawer Guides
- Stainless Steel Kitchen Package
- Diamond Plate Lower Front Radius
- XL Grab Handle
- Coach-Net Roadside Assistance
- Radial Tires Filled with Nitrogen
- Heated and Enclosed Underbelly
- Stabilizer Jacks

PREFERRED OPTIONS
- Power Tongue Jack
- Power Stabilizer Jacks
- Colored LED Awning Light
- Touch Screen Remote
- Recessed Stove with Glass Cover
- Decorative Curtain Rods (Living Room Only)
- Night Shades (Living Room Only)

EXTERIOR KITCHEN
AVAILABLE ON THE 243BHS, 250BHS, 287QBS AND 315BHK
BEST IN CLASS DESIGNS

268RKS

SADDLE DECOR
RESIDENTIAL FEATURES
ROOM FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
RELAX IN YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME

311RLS SADDLE DECOR

311RLS
FEATURES AND CONSTRUCTION

A. High gloss, fiberglass painted front cap
B. Sprayed-on heavy duty stone guard
C. Tri-tone exterior fiberglass
D. Electric tongue jack
E. Dual battery tray
F. Engineered crowned roof rafters
G. R-14 insulated ceiling
H. 13.5 BTU high output air conditioning with insulated ducts
I. 3/8" roof decking (full walk-on roof)
J. One piece seamless super flex roof
K. R-8 laminated vacuum-bonded aluminum framed sidewalls
L. Light weight powder-coated steel frame
M. Enclosed underbelly
N. R-11 insulated aluminum framed laminated floor
O. Triple entry steps
P. Laminated rear wall
Q. Power front/rear stabilizing jacks
R. Enclosed 20 Lbs. LP tanks
STANDARDS AND OPTIONS

EXTERIOR STANDARD FEATURES
- Hyper Lyte Construction - Amazingly Light!
- Tri-tone Gel Coat Fiberglass W/ Upgraded Graphics Package
- Laminate Floor, Rear Walls and Slide Rooms
- Aerodynamic Painted Fiberglass Front Cap
- Ducted 13.5 BTU Air Conditioning
- High Efficiency A/C Cooling System (Larger Duct Work)
- Cable & Satellite Prep
- Digital TV Antenna W/ Booster
- Extra Large, Aluminum Framed, Pass Thru Storage
- One Touch Electric Awning
- Exterior Speakers (2)
- XL Grab Handle
- Coach-Net Roadside Assistance
- Radical Tires Filled W/ Nitrogen
- Heated and Enclosed Underbelly
- Stabilizer Jacks
- 2-20# LP Bottles

INTERIOR STANDARD FEATURES
- 3-Burner Cook Top W/ Stainless Steel Oven
- Dometic Double Door Refrigerator W/ Stainless Front
- 6 Gal. G/E DSI Water Heater
- Dometic Pedal Flush Toilet
- Solid Surface Kitchen Countertops
- Deluxe Wood Booth Table Top
- Cathedral (Barreled) Ceiling
- Hard Doors To Bedrooms For Privacy (Not Curtains)
- Kitchen Backsplash
- Large Trash Can W/ Designated Out Of The Way Area
- Minimal Carpet, Nearly All Wood Grain Linoleum
- Full Extension Ball Bearing Drawer Guides
- Stainless Steel Kitchen Package
- Pot & Pan Drawers Under Dinette Seats
- Sink Cover/Cutting Board
- MP3/DVD/CD/FM W/ Surround Sound

OPTIONS
- 32" Flat Screen TV
- 10.7 CU. FT. Whirlpool Residential Refer w/ 1000 Watt Inverter
- Outside Shower
- Outside Kitchen (Bumper Mounted Grill, Fridge, Sink W/ Drain, Metal Countertop (N/A 221RBS)
- 15K BTU Ducted A/C IPO 13.5K
- Aluminum Wheels
- Spare Tire
- Skylight Over Tub/Shower
- 60 Amp Service W/ Wire & Brace For 2nd A/C
- 2nd 13.5K In Bedroom (Requires 50 AMP)
- Jiffy Sofa IPO Lower Bunk (308BHS & 312BHS Only)

PREFERRED OPTIONS
- Power Tongue Jack
- Power Stabilizer Jacks
- Colored LED Awning Light
- Touch Screen Remote
- Recessed Stove With Glass Cover
- Decorative Curtain Rods (Living Room Only)
- Night Shades (Living Room Only)

FULL EXTERIOR KITCHEN AVAILABLE ON THE 308BHS AND 312BHS
PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION FACILITY

20,000 square feet of quality assurance. The bare essentials for a premium product. This state-of-the-art facility gives immediate daily feedback to production for quality assurance in every unit built.

GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Rating) - is the maximum permissible weight of the unit when fully loaded. It includes all weights, inclusive of all fluids, cargo, optional equipment and accessories. For safety and product performance do NOT exceed the GVWR.

GAWR (Gross Axle Weight Rating) - is the maximum permissible weight, including cargo, fluids, optional equipment and accessories that can be safely supported by a combination of all axles.

UVW (Unloaded Vehicle Weight)* - is the typical weight of the unit as manufactured at the factory. It includes all weight at the unit's axles and tongue or pin and LP Gas. The UVW does not include cargo, fresh potable water, additional optional equipment or dealer installed accessories.

*Estimated Average based on standard build optional equipment.

CCC (Cargo Carrying Capacity)** - is the amount of weight available for fresh potable water, cargo, additional optional equipment and accessories. CCC is equal to GVWR minus UVW. Available CCC should accommodate fresh potable water (8.3 lbs per gallon). Before filling the fresh water tank, empty the black and gray tanks to provide for more cargo capacity.

** Estimated average based on standard build optional equipment.

Each Forest River RV is weighed at the manufacturing facility prior to shipping. A label identifying the unloaded vehicle weight of the actual unit and the cargo carrying capacity is applied to every Forest River RV prior to leaving our facilities.

The load capacity of your unit is designated by weight, not by volume, so you cannot necessarily use all available space when loading your unit.

All information contained in this brochure is believed to be accurate at the time of publication. However, during the model year, it may be necessary to make revisions and Forest River, Inc., reserves the right to make all such changes without notice, including prices, colors, materials, equipment and specifications as well as the addition of new models and the discontinuance of models shown in this brochure. Therefore, please consult with your Forest River dealer and confirm the existence of any materials, design or specifications that are material to your purchase decision.